a practical guide that can help you as you move a worship service from conception
to implementation, looking closely at several areas (see below). I will present the
tasks that a part-time leader (15-20 hours/week) should do and the additional items a
full-time person could additionally do. Since the majority of our churches are multigenerational, I will take the approach of a leader of such a church with a choir, band,
and perhaps a vocal team. You can, of course, make adaptations according to your
specific situation.

Planning the Worship Service
In a part-time worship leader position, the planning, rehearsal, and
implementation of the worship service is generally your primary task. All
the preparation for the worship service grows out of the worship plan.
o

Meet with the pastor. In planning worship, it can be much more
meaningful for some of the non-sermonic parts of the worship to
support the sermon material. For this reason, beginning with sermon
information several weeks ahead of time will greatly facilitate the
planning process since some elements of worship take more time to
prepare (presentational music such as choir selections, locally-created
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video, drama, etc.). Pastors should see the great benefit of providing
that information weeks ahead as the times of corporate worship
become more engaging and meaningful. Pastors, give your worship
leader sermon information minimally 2 months ahead, if possible. Three
months is a hallelujah goal!
o

o

Choose choir songs and other presentational music. Preparing a choir,
ensemble, or even a soloist is best done with advance notice. As I will
describe in a later post, I prefer beginning a new choir anthem 6-8 weeks
ahead of the target Sunday. Meditate on the sermon information your
pastor has provided and prayerfully search for some presentational
music that will support the direction of the message. Of course there are
times you will not make that connection or that you will prefer to go a
different direction, but you need to plan out the presentational music 68 weeks ahead for appropriate preparation that will yield excellence.
Use a worship planning tool to help you stay organized and streamline
your work.
I personally find
that WorshipPlanning.com has
revolutionized my life in the areas
of planning worship and working
the plan from conception to
“delivery.” [In it, I am able to
plan all worship services,
maintain my song library that will share all files with musicians assigned
to a service for their preparation, manage my worship teams, schedule
my volunteers including tech teams, and communicate with everyone as
needed.] Another online possibility that is also widely used
is PlanningCenter. Before I began using WorshipPlanning (WP), I used
Word, Excel, email, Dropbox, and a variety of other great
applications. [The only advantage I found in the variety of applications
was that I did not need to make a further financial investment in these.
Finding all I need in one place is a great time saver and organizational
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wonder. WorshipPlanning.com is a partner of NC Baptists and does offer
NC Baptist Churches a significant discount.] Within WP, at this stage, I
enter all the sermon information, notes, possible creative elements
(more later), possible presentational music ideas, and much more. It
then provides a canvas upon which I can plan the worship service.
o

o

o

Consider appropriate congregational songs from your song list. Every
church should have a song list from which they plan worship. As you
prayerfully consider the sermon information, begin to think of a song or
two that may fit that well. Do not feel like everything has to mirror the
sermon. In a thematic tradition, planners attempt to have every part of
the worship serve the sermon. That often misses out on vital parts of
worship if our focus becomes too narrow. Spend some time praising the
attributes of God. Have times of prayer, confession, celebration, and
more. Choose songs that help your congregation voice their worship.
Always be sure the songs you select are in appropriate keys for
congregational singing.
Introduce new songs with repetition. The church must sing new songs.
Find excellent ones that work for your church and help your
congregation sing them. In order for a new song to become one that is
embraced by the congregation, there must be repetition. Plan to sing
the song on two or three successive Sundays, lay off a Sunday, then sing
it again for best reinforcement. As you plan worship, remember new
songs that have been introduced recently so you can repeat them in
your current worship plan.
Discover creative elements of worship. What are some ways that you
can make this service become more alive for the church? Consider
videos, drama, dance, readings, art, and other creative arts. There are
hundreds of resources online that are detailed
at www.Resources4Worship.org. You can also utilize creative people in
your church to create and provide these elements for worship.
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o

o

o

Be aware of special inclusions in the service. On a given Sunday, you
may have the Lord’s Supper, baptism, parent-child dedication, graduate
recognition, etc. These all can take a significant portion of the service.
Many of these things should be central in your worship rather than a
service tag-on. Treat them accordingly.
Collaborate with the pastor. More than two weeks out, I want to have a
rough draft to share with the pastor. Ideally you will be communicating
along the way as the service comes together. At this time you share
what you have designed to be the final plan to get a green light or
perhaps make a modification before publishing to other worship
leadership.
Finalize the service two weeks out. It is best to have your planning done
a couple of weeks out so that all the preparation can fall into place. The
creative elements (if produced in-house) and the presentational music
needs to be planned 6-8 weeks at least ahead for best results. Now you
will have added congregational music and developed the best flow for
the order of worship. In WorshipPlanning, I will send out communication
from within the app to the people scheduled for that service so that they
can begin to prepare.

For full time worship leaders, there is much that can be expanded here. I
would greatly encourage collaborative worship planning (can also work in a
part time arrangement) with a Creative Worship Arts Team.
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Preparing the Choir
Even in contemporary worship styles,
choirs can be a great catalyst for worship.
Sometimes, the traditional choir needs to
be repurposed to a worship-leading choir.
Let’s look at several areas involved in
preparing the choir for worship:

Scheduling songs
In order for a choir to sing with
confidence, they need to know the song
thoroughly. Spending a few minutes on a
song 6-8 weeks in a row will yield far
better results that trying to learn a song in
one or two rehearsals. Many songs can be memorized (a goal to strive for)
if given 6-8 weeks of preparation. Of course songs that have been sung
before can be brought to readiness in less time. I usually encourage
memorization the second time the song is done, where possible.
Memorized singing is much more impacting to worship. Here’s what I do:
o

o

I look at the plan for the next 8-12 weeks related to sermon topics (if
provided), special emphasis, etc. I then select appropriate choir songs
to use as presentational music on each Sunday (if the choir sings
weekly).
I use some already-known songs, if appropriate, as well as introduce
new songs I have recently secured (could be from a choral club, a
collection, choral periodical, etc.). It is important to give your choir a
steady diet of new music. They can become very disengaged if you
constantly repeat the old stuff. Seek to stretch them with new styles and
new challenges. This way you keep rehearsals fresh and exciting for
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them.
o

You now have calendared a selected presentational song for each
worship service for the next 8 or more weeks to work from.

Create practice
tracks

You will find your choir
will reach a higher
level of excellence if
you provide for them
rehearsal tracks to use
outside of choir
rehearsals. The time
we have together weekly is precious and limited. Being able to have your
choir members working on the choir songs as they drive, work and play
greatly increases their learning of the song. This way you can work on
more musical things in rehearsal and challenge them to go beyond the
norm. I post the rehearsal tracks on the worship leader website (more
later) and produce CDs for every voice part to distribute (all with proper
licensing). I have a guide to producing practice tracks on the blog.

Rehearsal planning
Your choir will learn far more in rehearsing a song 6 weeks for 10 minutes
each than rehearsing 60 minutes in one session.
o

Look at your song schedule and then plan to begin a song 6-8 weeks
before the week you will sing it. My goal is that the song only needs to
be sung from beginning to end in the rehearsal before the week we do
it. The difficulty of the song will dictate how many weeks of work and
how much time is devoted to the song each week.
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o

o

o

o

o

o

o

Songs the choir has sung before will not need as much rehearsal time.
You can work on reaching a higher level of excellence and/or
memorizing the familiar song.
I usually begin with a time of worship, using the congregational songs for
this week, or if a new song is coming soon, begin that a week or two
earlier. This gives us opportunity to be better prepared to lead the
congregation in worship. The choir’s major task is not being a
performance group, but a worship-leading team–an army of praise.
Once we spend time on the congregational songs, I usually have the
choir sing through the song coming up this week. If rehearsals have gone
as projected, we should not need to spend much time at all on this song.
At most, we should need to tweak a couple of spots.
It works well to then go to a new song or one that requires some hard
work while the people are fresh.
Don’t feel like you need to go over the entire song every week. Feel free
to just concentrate on one or two sections of the song this week. The
next week, you can add another section and review the previous week’s
work.
Help the choir see patterns such as repeated sections to aid their
learning. This is especially helpful in memorization.
Rehearsing songs 6-8 weeks ahead creates a feel that every choir
practice is important. This eliminates people not coming to the rehearsal
before a Sunday they will be away. It also covers those people who could
not be at rehearsal before the song is sung in worship.
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Rehearsal sheet
I always print a single or two-sided page that the choir picks up as they
come to rehearsal. I include several items on the page:
o

o

o

o

Rehearsal order. I list the congregational and choral songs we will be
rehearsing in the order they will be rehearsed. This way people can get
their music in order. It’s amazing how much time this saves not having
people looking for the song “with the purple cover” in the middle of
rehearsal. It also lets your people know you have come with a plan to
utilize their time well. I also include the presentation dates beside the
anthem title so people can keep up with the date the song will be sung.
Congregational song lyrics. The songs we will sing in worship to lead the
congregation are printed on this sheet. Please include the copyright
information where applicable. These lyrics are used for rehearsal only.
Announcements. Include upcoming special services, extra rehearsals,
changes in rehearsal times, etc.
Advertise your church’s worship prep website and the worship ministry’s
website, where applicable. (more on this below and in a later post)

Discipleship
A major responsibility of the
worship leader is discipleship. In
choral rehearsals, bring the lyrics to
life. Help them understand the
biblical foundations; help them
connect their testimony with the
testimony of the song; help them really understand what they are singing.
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So often we feel so pressed for time that we don’t take time for this. I
believe this is a vital part of the rehearsal time, one that has a far greater
impact. As people encounter the lyrics, their singing will become more
profound and their lives will be transformed by the power of the Holy
Spirit working through them. This can be done through many teachable
moments throughout the rehearsal, not just a “scheduled” time to just
stop singing and have a devotional.

Communication
If you want to impact your choir and you want your choir to have greatest
impact, then communication is a must. I communicate with my choir
members by email at least 1-2 times a week. I usually send out an email on
Monday or Tuesday, thanking them for their leadership on Sunday, making
any appropriate comments about the service, and encouraging them in
their calling as worship leaders. I may give a glimpse of the coming Sunday
and our mid-week rehearsal. I want the choir to know how much I love and
appreciate them. I usually send another email around Thursday or Friday
with more information about Sunday and asking them to pray for each
other and the services Sunday. I often will point them to the sermon and
congregational hymn online preparation site (more later).

Absentees
I want to reach out each week to anyone who missed the choir rehearsal. I
let them know they were missed, let them know anything they need to
know about Sunday’s service to be better prepared, and find out if their
absence was something that I can lift up in prayer (sickness, family crisis,
etc.). The choir is a team and when one is absent, the team hurts. I want
the members to know how important they are and find out if their is a
special need in their lives preventing their attendance.
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Website for worship leaders
Websites today are so simple to produce and have little cost associated
with them. I love utilizing technology to aid our worship leaders in what
they do. I have a website just for our church’s worship leaders that I post
relevant information, upcoming song YouTube videos, practice tracks
(password protected and copyright licensed), upcoming anthem schedule,
articles of interest, etc. I communicate with my worship leaders through
this site, emails, the church worship prep site (more in a later post), group
texts, and through WorshipPlanning.com.

Preparing the Band
This week, I continue the series
looking in depth at the weekly
tasks of a worship leader in
preparing for the time of
corporate worship for the
church. Today, we look at
preparing the band. (See list at the end of this post for the entire series
outline.)
I realize, for many of you, “the band” may consist of a single pianist and no
other instrumentalist. For others, you may have a full compliment of
instrumentalists. Some may have an orchestra as well. Every church is
uniquely different. The concepts I will discuss here may be adapted and
applied to whatever your reality is.
My organizational life for worship prep is contained almost completely
in WorshipPlanning.com. As I mentioned in an earlier post, this application
has revolutionized my life as a worship leader. PlanningCenter is another
widely-used application. You can also make use of spreadsheets, cloud
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storage for music storage and distribution, and email lists for contacts.
The following steps have three ways to accomplish the task: 1) with
WorshipPlanning.com or another online service, 2) ALTERNATE PLAN: using
other internet-based tools that have no associated costs, and 3) OLD
SCHOOL: using no email, cloud services, etc. Just in person, telephone, and
physical printing/duplicating.

Assign musicians to the service.
All of my music personnel have WorshipPlanning accounts. Once I have set
up the service date and time and added some information to the service
details, I can assign my musicians to that service. They are immediately
sent an email asking if they can commit to being there and playing that
day. I receive their responses, so I know if someone will be out and needs a
sub, if available. I try to schedule several weeks out so I can make any
adjustments for missing personnel with plenty of time to make those
arrangements.
ALTERNATE PLAN: You can create a Facebook group for just your musicians
and create an event for each worship service and invite those you want to
participate in the band. They can respond through Facebook as to their
availability If all your musicians connect on Facebook, you can use this
private group page for most of your communication. Alternately, you can
contact each person by text or email to check on their availability. I
use Doodle.com for a variety of tasks in scheduling groups of people.
OLD SCHOOL: call each musician or talk with them in person to make sure
they can play on a given week. Keep a notepad to record their responses.

Finalize your worship plan.
It is best if you complete this about two weeks ahead of time. In an earlier
post, I talked about planning the service. When I select a song for the
service, I merely pull the song from my WorshipPlanning library into the
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service and all the associated files come with the song. So, if I plan to do
How Great Is Our God, my musicians can click on that song and find the
specific musical score they need (lead sheet, piano, chord chart, cello, etc.)
as well as an audio file to help them prepare. I use primarily
LifeWayWorship for my congregational music. Their songs are in
congregational friendly keys, are available for all parts of band and
orchestra, and have excellent demo recordings for your band’s reference. I
purchase the needed charts (one for each band member) and audio files
and upload them to the song in WorshipPlanning the first time we do the
song. Once in the library, all I have to do in the future is just drag the song
onto the worship flow and all the files are ready for the musicians.
Additional great sources for congregational music are HymnCharts.com
and PraiseCharts.com (be careful to use only congregational friendly keys
of these arrangements). Note: to share audio files with your musicians, you
will need the CCLI Rehearse license.
ALTERNATE PLAN: Before WorshipPlanning.com entered my life, I used
Word or Excel to lay out the service plan. I included all the needed
information in the service flow for the instrumentalists (see next section)
and saved as a PDF for digital distribution. You can then use a cloud
storage account, such as DropBox, Box, or Google Drive to create service
folders in which you can drop all needed print and audio files for each song
as well as the service flow and any other support documents. You share
the folder with your musicians and they can access all they need there.
OLD SCHOOL: Print out the worship plan and distribute copies of it and the
needed sheet music to each instrumentalist. Burn a CD of all demos they
need to hear. Don’t forget the CCLI Rehearsal License to cover your CD
license needs.
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Include song maps and other notes for each song.
You need to make clear your plan for the song—will you do verse, chorus,
verse, chorus, bridge, chorus, chorus, tag (VCVCBCCT) or some other plan
for the song. Will you do it as written in the charts or will you be modifying
what is on the page in some way? Make all of this clear ahead of time. In
WorshipPlanning, there is a place for a default song map that will populate
in the service when you drag it in. You can also edit this. Here you make
clear your intention of how the song is going to be done in worship. (Do
allow for this to change in worship as the Holy Spirit may lead. Describe the
introduction and who will play it. If you have two or more songs together
in the service, then also outline how the band will transition between
those two songs. This information I enter into the NOTES section in
WorshipPlanning associated with the particular song.
ALTERNATE PLAN: In your word processor or spreadsheet, include the song
map and information about the introduction or bridge between the songs.
Your musicians will get that information in the PDF you create and upload
to the cloud folder.
OLD SCHOOL: Same plan as ALTERNATE PLAN, but you just print it out and
distribute it.

Notify musicians that the music is ready.
Once I have completed the service planning I click on “send a message” in
WorshipPlanning and it notifies my scheduled musicians that their music is
ready. There is a link sent to them to the worship plan, so they can go
there, download their music to their devices or printer, listen to the
reference audio file, and begin preparation for our rehearsal. They are
expected to be familiar with the music before coming to rehearsal. Since
they receive the music more than a week ahead, there should be time to
do that.
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ALTERNATE PLAN: send out a
message to your Facebook
Event Page participants, email
the group, or text the group.
Give them a direct link to the
cloud folder with all the
resources they need.
OLD SCHOOL: Place the
printed music, worship plan sheet, and CD in their hands at least one week
before their rehearsal. If needed, mail the package to them to make sure
they have plenty of preparation time.

Rehearse!
Gather the band together and rehearse each piece. This should be done
preferably on a day other than the day of the worship service. Work out
the intricacies of each song. How do we introduce the song. Who plays the
introduction. What is the tempo? How do we play each part of the song. It
is best not to play every verse, chorus, etc. the same way. How will we vary
it? How can we best paint the words we are singing to connect with the
congregation? How will we connect two or more songs in a worship flow?
How do we end the song? I would allot at least an hour for this rehearsal.
Your specific situation can cause that to vary greatly. Always look for
teachable moments for discipleship and helping the band connect with the
lyrics of the songs they play.

Worship Run-Through.
I meet with the band and vocal team the day of the worship service in
order to go through every song in completion, making any last minute
alterations that are needed. I make sure all service cues are well
understood (ex. drummer gives one bar count off immediately after the
“amen” to begin congregational song).
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Now your preparation is done. You have sought God’s guidance in
planning, you have given your musicians every benefit to be excellent in
their playing, and now you put it in God’s hands as you lead in this time of
worship.
Bonus thought: Many in my band use iPads for their music instead of
printing music. I highly recommend ForScore for storing music, marking it
up as needed, embedding demo tracks with each song, creating set lists,
turning pages with a bluetooth pedal, etc.

Preparing the Media
In the majority of our churches,
what goes on the screen usually is
the responsibility of the worship
leader and the pastor (primarily
for sermon slides). In many cases,
volunteers may do much of the
creation of the slides.
Think of the screen as a canvas
upon which you create visuals
used throughout the service to enhance the time of worship. Visuals are
powerful communicators and should be carefully created to engage the
worshipper for the entire worship experience. Mediocre slides will speak a
message you should not want.
As you think through what will go on screen, here are eight uses for video
in the church in no particular order:
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1. Announcements. Spoken announcements can be a worship killer,
especially if they fall in the middle of a service. Move most
announcements to projected slides/video as people enter the sanctuary.
Also strongly utilize your church bulletin, newsletter, and social media.
There are still a few announcements that will need to be verbalized at
appropriate times.
2. Mission Videos. What a great way to highlight the missions that your
church supports or provide informational support for upcoming missions
offerings. Most missions organizations provide high quality free videos
for your use. Check out the multitudes of videos from BSCNC, NAMB and
IMB.
3. Mini Movies. There are many sources of great, short videos that can be
used to enhance the morning sermon or seasonal emphasis. There are
many that make great calls to worship or mediations on scripture. Many
can be used as transitional elements in the flow of worship. If you have
people with video creation talent in your church–make your own. Check
out a compilation of sources for mini-movies at
www.Resources4Worship.org.
4. Testimony Videos. Help the church celebrate what God is doing in the
lives of the members. Sometimes handing a person a microphone on
Sunday morning to speak can produce unwanted consequences, but
filming the testimony and doing some great editing can produce a
powerful, succinct testimonial video that can be shown in worship.
These can be especially powerful before baptisms.
5. Lyric Displays of Congregational Songs. This is probably the first place a
church entering the video world goes. Be careful not to make the
mistake of many churches and only show the “contemporary” songs on
screen and then sing the older songs from the hymnal. You may be
inadvertently creating a division in your congregation by making the
chasm even wider between differing styles of music. Show ALL lyrics on
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screen or none at all. You may still announce/print/display hymn
numbers so that people may choose to use the book or the screen. In my
experience, after a few months, very few people are using the books
even though they first thought that was their preference.
6. Sermon Support. Many pastors who use projected media only think of
producing a PowerPoint presentation with an outline of the sermon,
complete with flying bullet points, and such. While this may be helpful to
some in following the message, think of ways to utilize images that
capture the imagination to help drive home a point. The concept, “A
picture is worth a thousand words” can be applied here. Mini-movies
and movie clips can also be powerful. If you use movie clips, you do need
to be aware of copyright issues and have the proper licenses.
7. Images. At various times in the journey of the worship experience,
consider using images to help guide the worshipper. If you have people
with artistic skills in your church, they can create images that can be
used in projection as well as other outlets in worship.
8. Image magnification – if your worship center is large, you can use the
video system to show close-ups of the pastor as he preaches or others
who are leading worship to aid with communication.
There are other ways that the church can enhance worship though
projected images. These are some of the most prevalent. Take time to
imagine every moment of your service and intentionally plan what will be
on screen.
Careful planning to utilize video with excellence is so important.
Haphazardly throwing together media to use in worship can be more
distracting than enhancing.
There are many applications (software and web-based services) that
worship planners can use to compile and show the media during the
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service. Many churches use PowerPoint because they already have that
software and may know how to use it. Unfortunately, PowerPoint is very
limiting in what it can do and is not designed to handle the needs for
worship. There are many applications today that are designed specifically
for worship. Take a look at a compilation of free and fee-based options at
www.Resources4Worship.org. ProPresenter is my personal favorite and
seemingly used by most churches I interface with that are using a worship
presentation application. (NC Baptist churches can purchase this at
discount through the worship/music office).
Here are some thoughts about the workflow for the week in preparation of
the video component of worship.
o

o

o

o

Weeks earlier, when the sermon information was determined for a given
Sunday, the worship planners began to look for appropriate video, if
desired, to use in this service. It may have been professionally produced
or created in-house. Information about these pieces is entered into my
online planning app, WorshipPlanning.com or onto my spreadsheet or
word doc to preserve the information for that service.
Look at the worship flow that you created for this service. Think through
every piece of the service and determine what may enhance that part of
the service with the use of the screen. Review the ideas in the list above
to prompt your thinking.
Some areas are more easily defined than others. For instance, you may
always display lyrics to the songs the congregation sings. In addition, you
should determine if you will use a static (image) background or a moving
(video) background. Will the background help reflect the words or will it
be merely a blank canvas upon which the words are displayed?
Some areas may or may not be enhanced with an on-screen image.
Some churches prefer something displayed all the time; others will have
a blank screen part of the time.
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o

o

o

o

o

o

As I begin compiling the media for worship, I open ProPresenter and the
worship flow for the service (in WorshipPlanning.com or other form). I
create a new playlist in ProPresenter for that service and begin dropping
in or creating all the components for the service from beginning to end.
For instance, there may be running ad slides as people are gathering.
There may be static slides that help set the environment for prayer, the
Lord’s Supper, etc. You may want to display Bible passages on screen as
they are read individually or publicly.
As you create each song, make sure that the lyrics and song map match
what you intend to do in worship. This will help prevent wrong lyrics
coming up on screen in the worship service. If you are singing with open
hymnals and the screen, make sure the words on screen match the ones
in the hymnal.
For applications like ProPresenter, you can also determine what is
shown on the rear screen (a separate display) to help the worship
leaders carry out their responsibilities. Be very familiar with all the
options and choose wisely to help the leaders.
Many pastors produce their own sermon support materials. If they are
done in PowerPoint or Keynote, you can run them in their native
applications, or preferably import the slides into your worship
presentation software for a more seamless and controllable experience.
Once all your media is compiled and ready to go, you should create a
tech sheet to help guide the volunteers that run the presentation during
worship. I create tech notes in WorshipPlanning.com that will then print
out on a personalized page for the technician, showing just the
information they need.
Don’t forget to provide excellent training for your tech people.
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Preparing the Congregation
If congregations would gather
prepared for corporate worship each
week, our times would be much
more meaningful. As a worship
leader, I realize that people sing best
when they sing songs they know. I
also know that personal worship is a
prerequisite to corporate worship–
private times of daily worship are so important to corporate worship. To
help them prepare for worship, I want to encourage personal worship
during the week, and I want to give them tools to prepare for the
congregational singing (help them get familiar with the congregational
songs) and the message. Many churches are publishing materials (online
and/or hard copies) to help their congregations prepare personally and as
a family for worship each week. Here are some ideas that can prompt your
thinking in how to best help your congregation:

CONTENT
This is your opportunity to pour into the lives of your church members in
helping prepare them for worship each week. There are many components
that can be helpful in your distribution piece. Be careful not to make it too
complex as to make people feel it will take too much time to engage.
Worship is a key element of the discipleship process. Include components
such as these in your distribution piece:
1. Sermon prep. Give the scripture passage and some information to help
people prepare for what will be presented in the sermon.
2. Prayer points. Give specific prayer points that will help people prepare
their hearts for worship and lift up those planning and leading the times
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of worship.
3. Songs of worship. You may include YouTube links to the songs,
especially those that show the lyrics so your congregation can worship
with the songs during the week. Perhaps target the songs that may be
lesser known. You might include a brief devotional related to the text of
one of the songs as well. You could also include links to Amazon or
iTunes for members to download songs they want to put on their media
players.
4. Follow up. You may include questions and additional commentary for
people to consider after the morning worship service to continue their
engagement with God’s Word for the day.
5. Family worship cues. Create some family worship encounters that bring
all generations together around the same truths. If your church uses a
Sunday School curriculum such as the Gospel Project, that will provide
material for this section. Otherwise, you can create material especially
for family worship times related to the weekly emphasis.

DISTRIBUTION
Your prep piece can be distributed
several ways. You may find one or
more of these will serve your
congregation best. I find a multifaceted approach to be most
effective.
1. Online content. Prepare a web
page with the weekly information that is readily accessible to various
online platforms.
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2. Downloadable/printable PDF. Prepare a nice looking one or two page
prep sheet for families to print out or view online.
3. Email. Consider weekly and/or daily emails with content for the week.
4. Social Media. Use Facebook, Twitter, and other social media avenues to
connect the content with your people during the week.
5. Printed handout. Distribute the material at your corporate worship
service for the coming week’s content. (This method alone, of course
misses out on all who do not attend that week.)

EXAMPLE
I came across a church in Texas that I thought was going a great job with
one format of this–MacArthur Boulevard Baptist Church in Irving Texas.
They publish a weekly PDF online for their church that contains:
Preparing for Worship
The Bible passage(s) to be preached the coming Sunday are offered
for individuals and families to prayerfully read through and prepare
themselves to hear God’s word.
Responding to Worship
This section is to be reviewed after the Sunday sermon. It is a series
of “Truth and Response” questions that are prayerfully and
thoughtfully prepared to help you apply the sermon to your life.
Family worship
A link is provided to resources for families that encourage discussion
about the Lord.
Taking the time to produce this type of worship prep may bring you great
dividends in creating worshipping disciples.
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What ideas do you have for helping your church prepare for worship
throughout the week?
In my current interim worship leader position, I am doing a few things to
help our congregation in this area:
1. I have a website that each week gives information about the sermon and
provides a video with lyrics of every congregational song. The site also
has links to many devotional sites for our congregation’s use.
2. I post regularly to our church’s Facebook page with links to the worship
prep site with encouragement to prepare for worship.
3. I embed new song videos with lyrics on the Facebook page.
4. I include prayer prompts for worship on the church Facebook page.
5. A weekly email goes to the church members a copy of the church
bulletin, including the songs we will sing. There is a URL given with
encouragement for the congregation to go to the worship prep website
to better prepare for worship.
6. The bulletin and on-screen announcements promote the webpage for
worship prep.

Each church is unique and how you can best prepare your
congregation should be tailored to meet your congregation’s needs.
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Preparing Personally for Worship
How do you as a worship leader personally
prepare for the corporate worship
service? This can make a powerful impact
on your leadership. Today, I will explore
some ways I prepare for leading worship.

Prepare spiritually.
Spend time with God throughout the
week. Make worship a natural part of your
life throughout the day. A great way to
prepare specifically for the week’s worship
service is to spend time in private worship
with the songs you will be leading.
Meditate on the words. Let them impact
your life. Read relevant connecting Bible
passages to the songs. Sing the songs to God as you personally offer your
worship and praise. The more you worship with the songs during the week,
the greater your leadership will be an overflow of your walk with God.
When possible, get alone with God in your church sanctuary and pray for
those that will be attending the service. Prayer walk the room. Play the
piano or guitar while you sing the songs you will be leading Sunday.

Prepare for leadership.
TRANSITIONS & INTRODUCTIONS. In addition to the spiritual preparation,
I take time to think about transitions between each element of worship. I
especially focus on how I will introduce each song the congregation will
sing. If the song is part of a set (two or more songs in succession), I also
think about any verbal transitions that may be needed during the musical
segues/transitions that seamlessly link the songs together. It is almost
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always best to keep the comments concise and often best to let the lyrics
speak for themselves (say no words of introduction).
UTILIZING SCRIPTURE. In introducing songs, I find quoting Scripture is one
of the most powerful ways to introduce a song. I often use
LifeWayWorship’s scripture suggestions that are found under the
“additional information” tab on the song’s page. Commit to memory
verses of praise. There will be times God will bring a verse to mind in
worship as you lead.
WRITING OUT YOUR VERBAL TRANSITIONS. Once you have an idea of
how you will introduce a song, WRITE IT OUT. Too often worship leaders
speak from the cuff and they ramble without saying anything substantive.
Writing it out helps you organize your thoughts and make them concise.
You do not have to read what you wrote, but when you speak, you will
know what you want to say clearly.
COMPILING RESOURCES. Our church uses ProPresenter with the stage
display feature. This is great for a confidence monitor, allowing you to see
the current lyrics AND the next slide coming up. I also print out a one page
sheet for each song with lyrics as a backup, if needed. Additionally, I will
print out any notes I need for introducing songs. I also have a copy of the
worship flow to refer to throughout the service. I often use my tablet for
all of this rather than printing multiple pages. (I generally load all of this
plus lead sheets for every song on my iPad, using the app forScore. Each
lead sheet has an attached mp3 for reference. I have pretty much
everything I need for rehearsals and worship in that one place.)
When you arrive at church before worship, you are spiritually prepared. I
have the band, singers, and tech team arrive early to run through the
songs and pray together.
As you come well-prepared, you will find that you have greater freedom in
your worship and a greater ability to worship while leading.
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Final Thoughts
Now that you have planned and prepared well, it is time to lead
well. If you have done all of the personal spiritual and musical
preparation as well as all the other pieces of preparation we have
looked at, then commit your time to God and lead the church in
worship. Keep the focus on God and not on the worship leaders.
Set an environment, removing distractions that keep people from
worshipping. The better you prepare ahead, the more you will be
able to truly worship as you lead. Celebrate the transformed lives
that result in times of worship!
Give God the glory!
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